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“Mike Jones, right? To save her face, let her go.”

“He is the daughter of a friend of mine. He has promised to do it.”

The voice is not loud, and the faint words are only as if the breeze is blowing.

It’s just that, at the moment these words sounded, the world was quiet for an instant.

Only the faint words echoed.

At the next moment, the eyes of everyone present, all turned to the source of the sound.

Obviously, everyone also wants to know, who on earth is so courageous that they dare
to ask for face from the people of the Chu Sect?

However, after their eyes fell, they saw a thin young man standing there with a smile.

He has a beautiful face, with one hand in his trouser pocket, and he looks calm and
indifferent.

“Fuck, is it him?”

After seeing Mark, Lu Hua’s eyes twitched, his face turned dark, and at the same time
he cursed secretly in his heart.

I wondered what Mark could do with this Dogecoin.

My grandfather, a martial arts master, can’t live in a place. You, a scumbag from a
humble background, can you come out as a shit?

Give you back?

Your special mother has a fart face!

How dare to speak loudly here?

I’m afraid it’s not going to be killed by you!



Lu Hua gritted his teeth and cursed, kicking Mark’s heart to death.

Not only Lu Hua, but Lu Yanxi was undoubtedly more desperate after seeing Mark.

The glimmer of hope that had been born was immediately shattered.

Obviously, Lu Yanxi didn’t think that Mark would be useful if he stood up at this time.

On the contrary, he felt that Mark was a blind eye who could not see the situation
clearly.

….

Yes, even if you like me and want a hero to save the United States.

But can you use your brain before please?

The other party is a descendant of Chu Clan, and even the existence of the martial arts
master does not take it seriously. Will it give you a face of a nasty bastard?

Saying these things now will only make me look down on you even more, and make me
feel that you are an overbearing arrogant!

….

Lu Yanxi cursed secretly in her heart.

At this time, she was panic and angry again.

The fear is that it is naturally the power of Chumen, and the anger is Mark’s mindless
behavior.

She really didn’t understand what Mark was thinking about. If he really wanted to save
him, it would be better to ask the strong in India for help than to say these idiots?

“Mark, you are crazy, what are you doing?”

“Is this for you to talk about?”

Kong Ming was also taken aback, and hurriedly stopped.

I’m afraid that Mark’s stunned green will cause something to happen again.

After all, the misfortune that Lu Yanxi caused has already caused them to be
devastated.



If Mark insulted Mike Jones without knowing his life and death at this time, it is estimated
that their lives would have to be accounted for today.

However, just when Kong Ming and others were angry and anxious, Mike Jones’ eyes
undoubtedly looked over and fell on Mark.

Seeing Mark’s first glance, Mike Jones was stunned for a moment, obviously also
surprised at Mark’s youth.

“Interesting, for so many years, you are still the first young man to give me face.”

“However, I really want to know who you are.”

“Also let me see, do you want me to save my face?”

Mike Jones smiled faintly, and the gaze that looked at Mark was full of teasing and
playfulness.

The others, watching Mike Jones’ words and deeds, were secretly surprised.

I just feel that Mike Jones is worthy of being a Truman, no matter how he speaks or talks,
he simply no longer exudes an inexplicable confidence and pride.

Chapter 2530

With so many people present, it is estimated that only Mike Jones would have this kind
of arrogance and self-confidence that despised everyone.

“This is the power of the people in Truman, right?”

“Because of mastering the strongest power, you are not afraid of any country or any
force.”

“With such a background and background, the world is so big, they are indeed fearless.”

Among the crowd, many people secretly sighed, and their fear and awe of Truman were
undoubtedly stronger.

And when everyone was trembling in awe under the power of Mike Jones, Kong Ming,
who had been by his side, quickly walked over.

While holding Mark, he apologized to Mike Jones with a flattering smile: “Master Jones,
I’m sorry.”

“He’s speechless and can’t speak, but he definitely didn’t mean to offend you.”



“You have a large number of adults, so don’t be familiar with him.”

Kong Ming bowed his waist and spoke smoothly to Mike Jones, his humble and fearful
look almost fell into the dust.

After speaking, Kong Ming turned his head again, and his old eyes stared at Mark
angrily: “Mark, what are you doing in a daze?”

“Hurry up and apologize to Master Jones!”

“You bastard, do you really want to live and die?”

“Master Jones, what status, are you qualified to talk to you?”

Kong Ming roared at Mark, his words were fierce, and Mark immediately apologized to
Mike Jones.

Although he has always disliked arrogant juniors like Mark, as he said before, Mark is a
member of the martial arts in the Summer, and he personally received it. Naturally, he
can’t just watch this Mark seek his own death. .

Of course, Kong Ming stood up and stopped Mark now, in addition to considering Mark,
more of it was for themselves.

After all, he knew Mark’s temperament well.

If he doesn’t stop him at this time, the ghost knows what trouble this bastard will cause
again.

In case Mark really angered the people of Chu Sect, it is not Mark himself who will suffer
by that time, and I am afraid that some of them will also suffer tragically.

Therefore, under various considerations, Kong Ming finally resisted the fear, stepped up
to hold Mark, and asked him to apologize to Mike Jones and others immediately.

However, Mark ignored Kong Ming’s dissuasion at all.

He raised his head and looked directly at Mike Jones in front of him. His delicate face
was always so calm.

Then, a faint laughter continued to sound.

“It doesn’t matter who I am.”

“The important thing is that you only need to know that I am someone you can’t afford to
offend.”

what?



“Fuck!”

“Shall I go to Nima?”

As soon as Mark’s words fell, it exploded like a nine-day thunder.

In an instant, everyone was stunned.

Everyone looked at Mark like a ghost.

They never dreamed that the young man in front of them would dare to say such a
thing?

Especially Lu Hua, who was so frightened on the spot that he was so frightened that he
yelled at Mark when he hid next to him.

“by!”

“Is this a shameless pen?”

“This is all over~”

“To be smashed to death by this idiot!”

Lu Hua almost cried in fright, and the heart of killing Mark was gone.

Originally, Lu Yanxi’s troubles were enough for her to bear.

But now it’s alright, Mark, the idiot, crossed the bar again, and Mike Jones was furious,
afraid that they would have to kill all of their Hot Summer Warriors.

“Ciao!”

“I shouldn’t have brought this idiot here~”

Lu Hua gritted his teeth with anger, crying without tears.
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